The description of photoabsorption cross-sections of cold nuclei by closed-form Lorentzian models of photon strength functions for photoexcitation by electric dipole gamma-rays is considered. Systematics of the GDR parameters are given and input parameters of different analytical models are discussed The experimental data are compared with theoretical calculations for even-even nuclei using criteria of minimum of both least-square value and root-mean-square deviation factor. Simple extensions of the models with energy-dependent widths to high gamma-ray energies 30MeV which hold the energy-weighted sum rule for E1 gamma-transitions in good approximation are proposed and tested.
Introduction
Photon strength functions (PSF) are an important constituent of the calculations of various decay properties of the atomic nuclei, for example, the average probabilities of γ-transitions, the gamma-ray capture crosssections, gamma-ray production spectra, isomeric state populations, competition between gamma -ray and particle emission, as well as different nuclear structure characteristics (deformations, contribution of velocity-dependent forces, shape-transitions, etc) (see, for example, [1, 2, 3] for references). The photon strength functions are mandatory component of all modern computer codes for nuclear reaction calculations and nuclear data evaluation, such as [4, 5] . Some applications, such as nuclear astrophysics, also require the determination of radiative neutron data for a large number of exotic nuclei, and for energies that cannot be reached in the laboratory [6] . In this case, large-scale calculations need to be performed on the basis of sound and accurate models to ensure a reliable extrapolation far away from the experimentally known region.
The photonuclear data are being intensively studying in response to their growing needs in a variety of practical applications. For example, bremsstrahlung radiation by electron accelerators is now used in many laboratories, industries and hospitals dealing with activation analyses, radiation shielding and radiation transport analyses, calculation of absorbed dose in the human body during radiotherapy etc (see, for example, [7] for references).
The electric dipole (E1) gamma-transitions are dominant in nuclear processes of photoabsorption and gammaa Corresponding author: plujko@gmail.com decay when they occur simultaneously with transitions of other multipolarities. For middle-weight and heavy atomic nuclei, the most important contribution to probability of these transitions in the range of gamma-ray energies 8 < ε γ < 30 MeV is resulted from response of Isovector Giant Dipole Resonances (GDR). A Lorentz shape is preferable for approximation of a strength function of such response (see [8] and refs therein). The common-used analytical models with this line-shape are the Standard Lorentzian (SLO), the Generalized Lorentzian (GLO), the Simplified version of Modified Lorentzian (SMLO) [1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10] , the Triple Lorentzian (TLO) [11, 12] .
The comparisons of experimental data on photoabsorption cross-section with theoretical calculations within framework of SLO and SMLO approach were done for 162 nuclei in ref. [8] . It was shown that the low-energy tails of the photoabsorption cross sections within SLO model are, as a rule, higher than for the SMLO model and the experimental data; that is low-energy wings of GDR PSF component can not be described in SLO model without re-adjusting standard values of its GDR parameters that provided description of the GDR range of the photoabsorption cross-sections.
The calculations of E1 PSF within microscopic both quasiparticle random-phase approximation (QRPA) and shell-model (SM) were compared with the SMLO strengths in ref. [10] and had been shown that a rather good agreement was obtained. These results for E1 PSF together with updated expression for dipole magnetic (M1) strength allowed to perform relatively good description of all available experimental data on average radiative widths of the E1+M1 transitions.
In this contribution the closed-form Lorentzian models of SLO, GLO, SMLO, TLO are tested for description of the experimental photoabsorption cross sections in cold even-even atomic nuclei from EXFOR data-base [13] in the range of the gamma-rays till ∼ 30 MeV. The data are compared with theoretical calculations using for the merit functions the least-square deviation and the rootmean-square (rms) deviation factor. The extended SMLO and GLO models with saturated energy-dependent widths above the GDR energy are proposed. For these models, energy-weighted sum rule for E1 gamma-ray photoabsorption is approximately fulfilled.
Photoabsorption cross-sections and the analytical expressions for E1 PSF of photoabsorption of atomic nuclei in ground states
The theoretical total photoabsorption cross sections σ abs (ε γ ) of the gamma-ray with energy ε γ are calculated as a sum of the terms corresponding to the GDR excitation (σ GDR ) and quasi-deuteron photodisintegration (a photoabsorption cross section on a neutron-proton pair, σ qd (ε γ )):
where the approach from ref. [14, 15] is used for a quasideuteron contribution. The total photoabsorption cross section is adopted to be equal to the photoabsorption cross-section of electric dipole gamma-rays summed over states with all possible total angular momentum σ E1 (ε γ ), because we will use experimental data for nuclear photoexcitation induced by bremsstrahlung which is mainly characterized by E1 multipolarity [15] .
Component σ GDR of total photoabsorption crosssection (1) resulted from the GDR excitation is calculated by the use of different analytical models for E1 PSF of photoexcitation − → f α (ε γ ) [1, 2, 3, 16] :
where index α denotes PSF model. General analytical expression for E1 PSF of photoexcitation of cold nuclei governed by the GDR can be presented in the following form
Here, index j numbers the normal modes of giant vibrations: j m = 1 for spherical nuclei, j m = 2 for axially symmetric ones, and j m = 3 for nuclei with triaxial shape; factor s α j is a weight of the j -mode; σ TRK is the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule
with I = (N − Z)/A for the neutron-proton asymmetry factor. A weight of the j -mode determines cross-section σ α r,j = (2/π)σ TRK · s α j /Γ α j of j -mode at resonance energy E α r,j . The line-shape functions F α j are described by Lorentzian,
but with different determination of the parameters of energy E α r,j and shape width Γ α j . An approximation of axially symmetric nuclei with the effective quadrupole deformation parameter β 2 is adopted for deformed nuclei in the SLO, GLO and SMLO models. The values of effective quadrupole deformation parameters are taken from "deflib.dat" file of RIPL 2 (β 2 =β 2,ef f ) [2] . The indexes j=1, 2 denotes normal modes of vibrations with low and high values of the "resonance" energy E α r,j : E α r,1 <E α r, 2 . For the SLO model, the Γ SLO j is energy-independent constant which is equal to GDR width for j -mode and the energy E SLO r,j is equal to the GDR energy. The Γ GLO j in GLO model is quadratic in gamma-ray energy [1, 2, 3] :
The width in the SMLO model is a linear function of the gamma-ray energy:
For GDR characteristics in the SLO, GLO and SMLO, the recommended values (the energies, widths and weights) from recent data-base [8] were used and the characteristics of SLO model were taken for GLO parameters. In absence of the experimental data values of GDR parameters by their systematic values are taken. The systematics of the energies E α r,j were obtained by the least-square fitting the recommended experimental GDR parameters in spherical nuclei and in deformed nuclei from mass-number ranges 150< A <190 and 220< A <253 where they can be considered as axially deformed ones.
These systematics were based on simultaneous fitting both resonance energy in spherical nuclei and average resonance energy E α r in an axially deformed nuclei [17, 18] ,
where E α a (E α b ) are the energy of the vibration along (perpendicular) to the symmetry axis and s α a (s α b ) is corresponding weight.
In fig.1 the comparison of the experimental values for a sum of the weights for SLO and SMLO models with uncertainties from ref. [8] are presented in spherical nuclei and in deformed nuclei with 150< A <190 and 220< A <253 where they can be considered as axially deformed ones. It can be seen that the systematical value s α =1.2 can be taken for a sum of the weights for SLO and SMLO models. The approximation of equally probable excitation of normal modes of the giant collective vibration was taken for systematics of the weights,
because of twofold degeneration of the giant collective vibration, which is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.
The following general expression was adopted for systematics of the GDR energy in spherical nuclei and for average energy in deformed nuclei [10] : (10) is similar to that obtained as a good approximation to eigenenergy of dynamical equation for the GDR vibrations within liquid droplet hydrodynamic model [19] (used in the TLO model, eq.(16)) and it also corresponds to a sum rule prescription for GDR energy [20, 21] .
The GDR energies E r,1 , E r,2 are determined by the energies of the vibrations along and perpendicular to the symmetry axis:
The systematics of the GDR resonance energies E a and E b are calculated by the use of the expressions [10]
which are resulted from (8), (9) for known ratio D = E b /E a . Here (and below in clear situations) index α denoting PSF model is omitted. The expression within hydrodynamical model [22] is used for D,
with R a (R b ) for a length of the ellipsoid semi-axis (semiaxes of speroid) along (perpendicular) rotational symmetry axis: R a /R b = (1 + α 2 )/(1 − α 2 /2), α 2 is the quadrupole deformation parameter α 2 = β 2 5/4π. Notice that within the linear approximation on deformation and D ≈ R a /R b , the general expressions for resonance energies of normal modes of giant vibrations from (11) coincide with expressions of the nuclear hydrodynamics model [23] :
where R 0 is the radius of a sphere of equal volume R 3 0 = R a · R 2 b . For resonance width systematics, the simplest power law expression was taken
with fitting results: c(SMLO) = 0.42 ± 0.05, d(SMLO) = 0.90 ± 0.04; and c(SLO) = 0.32 ± 0.03, d(SLO) = 0.98 ± 0.03; c(GLO) = c(SLO); d(GLO) = d(SLO). Approximation of a triaxial ellipsoid is used in the TLO model for nuclear shape in deformed nuclei [11, 12] , and the nuclear shapes are determined in terms of β and the triaxiality angle γ, where β represents the extent of quadrupole deformation (describes the deviation from sphere) and γ gives the degree of axial asymmetry. In this approach, the GDR splits into three components and the E1 PSF is described by the expression (3) with j m = 3. Similar general expression was originally proposed in refs. [24, 25] for description of photoabsorption crosssections of fast rotating nuclei in a triaxial nuclear shape approach.
For the input parameters of the TLO PSF, the theoretical expressions were taken from different theoretical models. For the resonance energies of the normal modes, the expressions (13) of the nuclear hydrodynamics model were adopted [11, 12] :
where E LDH r is the resonance energy of the equivalent in volume spherical nucleus with the radius R 0 . Droplet mode solution of liquid droplet hydrodynamic model [19] was taken for energy E LDH [19] , Eq.(5.1)) is similar to the expression (10) but with different parameters. Figure 2 shows the experimental values of the average GDR energies (8) with uncertainties for SLO and SMLO models as a function of mass number in spherical nuclei and deformed nuclei with 150< A <190, 220< A <253. The data are compared with calculations within systematics (10), E SLO(SMLO) r,sys , and within liquid droplet hydrodynamic model (16) , E LDH r . In the calculations the neutronproton asymmetry factor was taken as corresponding to Green's approximation [26] to the line of β stability:
One can see that experimental average GDR energies determined by the use of SLO and SMLO approaches are in rather close agreement and their relative deviation does not exceed ∼6%. Relative deviation of systematical values of these average energies is less then 1%. Droplet mode solution (16) for resonance energies good reproduce systematical values of experimental data for nuclei with A > 80.
The Hill-Wheeler parameterization [27] is used for calculation of the semi-axis lengths R j in (15), in [11] 
The radius parameters R j , which are inversely proportional to the harmonic oscillator constants, were used in ref. [12] , but it was indicated in this references that the differences in the results using (17) were not significant.
The width Γ TLO j was independent of gamma-ray energy and the expression with a power law dependence on the resonance energy was used [11, 12, 38] : , and within TLO model (19) , Γ TLO r . In the calculations the neutron-proton asymmetry factor was taken as corresponding to Green's approximation [26] to the line of β stability. One can see that experimental GDR widths determined by the use of SLO and SMLO approaches are generally in agreement with allowance for uncertainties but their relative deviation can reach ∼40%. Systematical values of the SLO and SMLO model describe experimental data better then TLO approach. Systematics and TLO expressions not very good reproduce experimental data in isotopes with mass-numbers A ≤ 50.
The approximation of equally probable excitation of normal modes of the giant collective vibration were taken for the weights: s TLO j = s TLO /3 with s TLO = 1.02 for the sum of the weights.
3 Particularities and modifications of the PSF models with energy-dependent width for keeping energy-weighted sum rule
Intensive studies of the photoabsorption in middle-weight to heavy nuclei demonstrated that the photoabsorption cross-sections at the low-energy tail of the GDR can be better described with allowance for increasing dependence of the width Γ (ε γ ) on gamma-ray energy (see [1, 2, 3, 8] for references). However, if the width increases with energy steadily, the total integral of the line-shape functions F α j , (5), over energy to infinity can not be equal to unity, which is needed for fulfilment of the energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR) for electric dipole gamma-transitions.
The EWSR (S EWSR ) constraints the energy integrated total photoabsorption cross-section σ E1 (ε γ ),
where α = e 2 /( c) is the fine structure constant. The energy integrated cross-section can be presented in the form
where a factor s determines deviation of σ int on TRK sum rule (4). It was mentioned above, that in nonrelativistic potential interaction approach with absence of the velocity-dependent and exchange forces s = 1, but s ∼ 1.2 in the presence of he velocity-dependent and exchange forces. One can see from eqs. (2) (3) (4) (5) , that
and the EWSR is fulfilled for theoretical models α with the Lorentzian shape if the integral I α j (ε max ) tends to unity at ε max → ∞.
The figures 4,5 show the values of the integrals I α (ε max ) as a function of the energy ε max and photoabsorption cross-sections in dependence of gamma-ray energy in nucleus 208 Pb (j m = 1). The photoabsorption cross-sections were calculated for different models for GDR component and quasi-deuteron photodisintegration was taken into account. The GDR parameters were taken from the first dataset for 208 Pb in the table 1 of the ref. [8] .
In the models of SMLOe and GLOe the general expressions of the approaches of SMLO and GLO are used with modificated expressions for shape widths above the GDR energy (see below eq.(22)). It can be seen from figs. 4,5 that, if Γ (ε γ ) is permanently increasing, the integrals I α (ε max ) of the Lorentzianlike function over energy with energy dependent width are very close to SLO values for gamma-ray till ∼30 MeV but for the gamma-ray energies 30 MeV they can be more than unity due to overestimation of the GDR component of the photoabsorption cross-section [12] . It leads to violation of the EWSR.
Note that, the expressions for energy-dependent width which are increased with energy are based on a low-energy approximation of nucleon-nucleon collision cross-section in nuclear medium and should be corrected at high energies. A behavior of the damping width at high energies can be analyzed under the assumption that it corresponds to the width for damping 1 particle-1 hole states into 2 particle-2 hole states [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] . The latter width is proportional to product of the mean square residual matrix element (M 2 ) and the density of the 2p-2h states which is proportional to the square of gamma-ray energy with the results that Γ (ε γ ) ∝ M 2 (ε γ ) · ε 2 γ . The average squared matrix element was studied within the exciton model [36, 37] . It was shown that M 2 is energy constant at low energies and depends inversely on cube of energy at high energies. It means that the damping width increases initially with squared energy and then decreases in inverse proportion to the energy at high energies. Here, we simulate this effect for width Γ (ε γ ) of the Lorentzian shapes of the SMLO and GLO models in very simple way and use constant width after GDR energies ε γ > E r,j :
Here these models are denoted as extended SMLO and GLO models (SMLOe and GLOe) and in eq. (22) α=SMLOe (GLOe) if α=SMLO(GLO) . One can see from the figs. 4,5 that the models with energy-dependent confined widths (22) can correct in a very simple way an inaccurate high-energy behavior of the GDR component of the photonuclear cross-sections. They also can lead in good approximation to correct value of the EWSR. In the energy range ε γ < 30 MeV the calculations within SMLOe (GLOe) model agree with the results for SMLO (GLO) model. So, the approximation of the energy-dependent width restricted to GDR value can be recommended for using in the nuclear reaction codes for more correct modeling of the E1 photon strength function at high energy tail of the GDR (ε γ 30 MeV).
Calculations and results
Quantitative comparison between photoabsorption experimental data with calculations by different Lorentziantype PSF models are given below for the 88 even-even isotopes from 24 Mg till 238 U listed in the table 1 of the ref. [8] and used for determination of the recommended GDR parameters. For these nuclei, experimental data on total photoabsorption cross-sections σ(γ, abs) from EXFOR are taken and references are also indicated in the table 1 of [8] .
Analytical PSF expressions for models of SLO, GLO, SMLO, SMLOe and their input parameters were described in previous section. Three sets of the deformation parameters are used for TLO model, and corresponding calculation results are denoted as TLO(1), TLO(2) and TLO (3) . The deformation parameters for TLO(1) and TLO(2) models were taken from the data-files of ref. [38] . The TLO(3) was used for PSF calculations for isotopes specified in the table 1 with indicated deformation parameters. Table 1 shows also the deformation parameters used for these isotopes as input for TLO(1) and TLO(2) models. They were calculated for even-even nuclides within framework of the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory (HFB; TLO(1) -β=β B H ,γ=γ B H ) and Constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approach with five-dimensional collective Hamiltonian (CHFB+5DCH; TLO(2)-β = β B C , γ = γ B C ). The Bohr parameterization [27] of the axis lengths was adopted in these calculations of the deformation parameters
Therefore we used this expression for semiaxes in TLO(1) and TLO(2) models. In first order on deformation parameters the values of the semiaxes (17), (23) are in agreement.
Two criteria were taken for comparison of a quality of the description of the experimental photonuclear data using different E1 PSF models: 1) minimum of the leastsquare deviation χ 2 α , and 2) minimum of the root-meansquare (rms) deviation factor f α [42, 43] :
f α = exp{χ ln,α },
).
Here σ α the (ε i ) = σ α GDR (ε i ) + σ qd (ε i ) is the theoretical cross section, eqs. (1)-(3), at γ-ray energy ε i ; σ exp (ε i ) is the experimental photoabsorption cross section from the EXFOR database; ∆σ(ε i ) is the data uncertainty; n is the number of experimental data points.
The rms deviation factor f α corresponds to criterion of a minimum at given gamma-ray energy of a weighted sum of squared deviations of the theoretical cross-section from their experimental data in natural logarithmic scale. Because of different estimations of uncertainties in different datasets and, as a rule, for lack of reliable estimations of the systematic errors, a weight of every point is taken as empirical probability 1/n. A logarithmic scale is used due to large-range changes of the photoabsorption crosssections.
The χ 2 α and f α values were calculated in the gammaray energy intervals from 5 MeV ( or minimal value of the energy >5 MeV) till 30 MeV (or maximal value of energy <30 MeV).
If the EXFOR datafiles were not contained experimental uncertainties, the energy-dependent relative uncertainties δσ(ε i ) = ∆σ(ε i )/σ exp (ε i ) were taken in accordance with ref. [8] . The energy dependence was chosen to simulate the statistical error that is inversely proportional to the counting rate which is maximum near the GDR. Hence, the energy-dependent relative uncertainties were assumed to take minimum values (10%) near the GDR peaks and maximum values (50%) on the GDR tails. For spherical nuclei, a triangular dependence on gammaenergy was assumed, while for deformed nuclei a trapezoidal dependence with the GDR peaks as the top corners of the trapezium. SMLO; − · − · − (green dashed followed by one dot line) TLO(1); − · · − · · − (green dashed followed by two dots line) TLO(2); − · · · − · · · − (green dashed followed by three dots line) TLO (3) . Experimental data are taken from ref. [44] . Figures 6,7 present the theoretical photoabsorption cross-sections obtained within different models of σ α GDR in comparison with experimental data σ exp for the isotopes The relative least-square values and rms deviation factors obtained at comparisons of experimental data with theoretical calculations are presented in figs. 8,9. Table 3 gives arithmetic mean values R α =< χ 2 α > / < χ 2 SLO > of least-square deviations for PSF model α to that for SLO model. The ratios F α =< f α > / < f SLO > of arithmetic mean values of rms deviation factors < f α > for PSF model α to that for SLO model are presented in the table 4. The TLO(3) model with fitted deformation parameters was used for the calculations of the PSF only in 10 isotopes listed in the table 1. The gamma-ray energy intervals near GDR peaks in the tables 2-4 correspond to that used in ref. [8] for determination of the recommended GDR parameters.
It can be seen from tables 3-4, that calculations using the SMLO model generally better describe of the experimental data then within all other models. For the GLO model, the average ratios R GLO in the full interval (5-30 MeV) slightly exceed the unity, so the quality of fitting with this model is comparable to the SLO model. The description of the experimental data using TLO models with standard theoretical values for rigid triaxiality deformation parameters β, γ is worse then for SLO model and also the models with energy-dependent width in approximation of axially deformed nuclei.
Conclusions and discussion
Based on obtained data, one can conclude that the SMLO model gives better description of the experimental data and can be recommended in the nuclear reaction codes for modeling of the E1 photon strength function for the energy range of 5-30 MeV. For the gamma-ray energies < 30 MeV, the calculations within SMLOe model describe photoabsorption data almost with the same quality like for SMLO. That is no need in separate determination of peak parameters for SMLOe model. For the gamma-ray energies over ∼30 MeV, SMLOe model is more preferable because in this model the energy-weighted sum rule is rather good performed.
Two features must be pointed out. First, the relationship (2) between cross-section σ E1 (ε γ ) (summed over states with all possible total angular momentum) and E1 PSF is, in fact, definition of the E1 PSF determining total photoabsorption cross-section. In nuclear reaction codes for calculation observed characteristics of nuclear reaction, the average photoabsorption cross section σ J E1 (ε γ ) of a nucleus in the ground state of spin J 0 with excitation of levels of spin J is used and σ E1 (ε γ ) = J0+1 J=|J0−1| σ J E1 (ε γ ). In approximation of independency of J of squares of the reduced matrix elements for dipole transitions [16] , the partial cross-section σ J E1 (ε γ ) can be presented as product σ J E1 (ε γ ) = g J · Φ(ε γ ) of the statistical factor g J = (2J +1)/(2J 0 +1) and an independent of J function Φ(ε γ ). SMLO; − · − · − (green dashed followed by one dot line) TLO(1); − · · − · · − (green dashed followed by two dots line) TLO(2); − · · · − · · · − (green dashed followed by three dots line) TLO (3) . Experimental data are taken from ref. [45] . the equation (22) . Note that the energy-dependent components of the widths correspond to transitions of the coherent 1p-1h states generating the GDR to the 2p-2h nonequilibrium states at the excitation energy U = ε γ and ∆Γ α j (T ) is connected with transitions to the 2p-2h equilibrium states at different excitation energy U ≈ a · T 2 . The linear dependence on energy of the first component in Γ SMLO j (ε γ , T ) corresponds to the average squared matrix element in the transitions of the 1p-1h states to 2p-2h with inverse dependence on the energy ε γ .
